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THE GREATEST PRESENTS FROM GREECE

3 unique

More at www.hshop.gr

ANCIENT GREECE CHOICES

Dazzling Visual Book with an Exquisite Exact ReplicasTM reproduction of Pensive
Athena Acropolis, Athens.

Dazzling Visual Book with an Exquisite
Exact ReplicasTM reproduction of
Poseidon from Acropolis, Athens.
EXCLUSIVELY PRODUCED IN GREECE

Dazzling Visual Book with an Exquisite
Exact ReplicasTM collection of 6 historic
engravings of Ancient Greece 1801-1806.
MULTILINGUAL

ExactReplicas

TM

ALL THE DIFFERENCE IN THE WORLD
Seeking to replicate the ancient frescos with the utmost respect and
ﬁdelity our artists and engineers created the Exact ReplicasTM process.
Using top technology and modern day tools,
in an environmentally friendly process,
historic artifacts are reproduced as close as
possible to the originals.
In sculpture, the process begins with a
top quality 3D scan of a master, which is
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then processed and scaled down to desired
dimensions; after that, a production model is
created, which is molded in high quality art
plaster, resulting in an exact representation
of the original made to scale.
Thus, all the artifacts bearing the seal of
the Exact ReplicasTM represent the closest
possible reproduction of the feeling of the
original, having nothing in common with
cheap and rude productions of similar
items that bear a vague resemblance to the
originals.
Another important Exact ReplicasTM family is
the Engravings’ packs, reproducing in high
quality prints the Watercolor Engravings
created in the past; using the ﬁnest
processing and printing technologies, along
with high quality art papers, these 6-packs
of engravings present a unique decoration
opportunity for any modern home.
Exact Replicas™ is an innovative family
of products seeking to provide copies of
museum artifacts, with maximum ﬁdelity
to the original and high durability, in
environmentally friendly processes using
the best reproduction technology available
today. See more at www.hshop.gr/
exactreplicas

All Exact ReplicasTM artifacts
are accompanied with a Certiﬁcate.

The Philosophic Society was founded with the mission to diffuse the Achievements, the
Power, the Beauty and the Uniqueness of the Greek Civilization from antiquity to modern times to the
widest possible public, introducing innovative products of all forms, by taking advantage of the latest
enabling technologies. Based in Athens, Greece, Philosophic Society is home to a dedicated group of
people with extensive backgrounds in Publishing, Art and Academia, driven by their love, admiration
and knowledge of the essence of Greece through the eons. See more at www.philosophic.eu

